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Dollar Deals: The Big Ideas

Thinking in Ratios—students struggle with conditional thinking and thinking in terms of units/per. Lay down 
the groundwork here by emphasizing the idea at this basic level. “So it’s 1 dollar PER item. Each 1 item is 
connected to $1 in cost.”

Build on this by showing the ratio 1:1 as you build the concept concretely with the scenario.

Develop the concept of different forms of the same information. We will build on this idea that we can 
talk about, chart, and graph the same information. Just like we can read a book or see the movie, or we can 
write a poem or perform a poem, we can describe the math or draw it out. And, just like we can write two 
sentences that mean the same thing (“The girl ran with the basketball last Tuesday” and “Last Tuesday, the 
girl ran with the basketball”), we can do this for math as well: 2x + 3x conveys the same basic meaning as 
3x + 2x and as 5x. As mathematicians, we need to be able to choose the form that works for us in different 
situations—just like we do in writing.

Let students chew on this for a while. Call on students to give you examples of how to say the same 
thing in two different ways.

Direct Instruction
Have 12–15 items at a display table with the Dollar Deals sign posted above them. Try to find eye-catching 
items to hold student interest, but anything small that could reasonably cost $1 will do. 

Say: “Welcome to Dollar Deals where EVERYTHING is just one dollar. No tax, no tricks, just one dollar per 
item. Let’s go shopping!”

Keep the discussion very physical and very obvious. Pick an item up as you discuss it. Act as if it’s all 
new to you and that you are discovering an amazing phenomenon.  

Discuss the idea that a pattern is apparent. Discuss the idea of prediction.

   Example Dialogue 2

Dollar Deals
Welcome to Dollar Deals! Wow, this is an amazing store! No matter what I decide to buy at this 
store, I know exactly how much it will cost. Hmmm . . . let’s see. I want this one item. How 
much will that cost? One dollar! Great. What if I buy 3 things? How much will that be? (Call on 
student.) “3 dollars.” Wow, how did you do that so fast? Hmmm . . . you guys are good.  

All right, (student’s name), here’s some money. (Hand student 1 ten and 5 one dollar bills.) 
Come on up and buy some items and bring them to me for checkout. (Have 9 ones available in 
your register.) Terrific! Let’s see, you have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 items here. Does it matter what the 
items are here at Dollar Deals? No! We know that each item is one dollar. Okay, so (think out loud 
as the cashier) the cost for 6 items equals 6 items × $1.00, which equals $6. Okay, $6 please.

continued
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   Example Dialogue 2 (continued)

(Repeat with 2 more students.)
Okay, I think we all see what is happening here. We can predict exactly what is going to 

happen at Dollar Deals. We are going to keep shopping at Dollar Deals and explore how to 
represent this with a chart, and we are going to “model” Dollar Deals using a linear equation.  

I’m glad this seems simple to you all, because, believe it or not, these are the basics of 
Algebra 1. Remember this feeling of understanding exactly what’s happening: We want you to 
promise us that, if you don’t understand something as well as you understand this, that you 
will raise your hand and talk about it with us. Will you promise us that? (Get them to promise!)

Develop students’ vocabulary by explicitly discussing ratio, division, and slope. All of these are ways to 
say: if this thing happens, then this happens. Get students to see this connection. You are developing their 
conditional thinking and their proportional reasoning. Write the following expressions on the board for use 
with the Example Dialogue: 1/1; 1; I’ll do it if you’ll do it; 1:1

   Example Dialogue 3

Okay, I’ve put some expressions on the board:
1/1
1 
I’ll do it if you’ll do it.
1:1  

What do these all mean? They’re all relationships—contracts, sort of. Okay, let’s start with “I’ll 
do it if you do it.” Let’s say I went with a friend to go swimming at the community pool and it was 
chillier than we thought it would be. I kind of want to go in, but I’m not sure. I say to my friend, 
“I’ll go in if you’ll go in, but I don’t want to go in by myself.” He says, “Okay, deal!” So we have an 
agreement. If one of us goes in, the other will go in. It’s a 1-1 agreement. Can you see that? What 
if I go in and he doesn’t? Yes, you can say I was a sucker, perhaps. But more importantly, you can 
see that the agreement was broken. But do you see that, if my friend is reliable, we have a nice 1-1 
agreement here? We have a relationship—if I go in, you can predict with certainty that he will go 
in, too. It’s a given. It’s a condition of our agreement. Does that make sense? In math, and in legal 
stuff, too, this is called a conditional. One thing depends upon another. Does that make sense?

In math, we can totally rely on our “buddies” when they are written out. If we say that, at 
Dollar Deals 1 item is $1, we can create mathematical equations that rely on that information.

continued
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   Example Dialogue 3 (continued)

We can write that information as 1, or as 1/1, or as 1:1. They all mean the same basic thing: if 1 
does it, the other 1 will do it, too. If I say 1 dollar per item, that’s a contract. For each item, it’s one 
dollar. If you take one item from the store, the store takes $1 from you. It’s just like the pool. Do you 
see that? (You could also use a plate of cookies as an example—“If I get one, you get one.”)

Charting and Graphing the Contract
This is a big section in the lesson arc: You will begin to chart the ideas you’ve worked on. Emphasize 
that you are just tracking information in a different form—you are not changing anything. Keep it so that 
students are totally following you. Do not rush the concepts, but keep it fast paced by calling on several 
students to do essentially the same thing with different numbers.  

Students will come to the store and “buy” items, and then you will have another student be the cashier 
and chart the information in a table. Copy the table on page 393 onto a transparency or recreate it on the 
board. A printable version is included for use as a student worksheet.

   Example Dialogue 4

Abby, are you ready to shop? Okay, here are some bills; come on up here. I need you to buy a 
few items and bring them to me. I’m the cashier. I’ll be the cashier for the first shopper.

What do you have? (You can bring items in—which is a good idea to keep the visuals up—but 
if you don’t, there are items you can cut out provided.) Let’s see, a can of tuna fish, a comb, and 
a trick squirting flower. Great things here at Dollar Deals, wouldn’t you say? How much will that 
cost? How did you get that? Hmm, 3 dollars because it was 1 dollar for each item. I see, is that 1 
+ 1 + 1 or is it 3 × 1? Either one? Wow, this really is confusing . . . either one, you say? Why is 
that? Okay, okay, you guys are obviously sharper with this than I am. (Do another shopper.)

(Note: Keep track on a table only after students have clearly grasped the idea that Dollar 
Deals can be modeled as items = cost, items + 0 = cost, $1 • items + 0 = cost, and then 
x = y, x + 0 = y, $1 • x + 0 = y.)

All right, so she had 3 items. In math, we call that the x for these linear equations—“the 
x factor.” We’ll talk about that more later. All right, and we know that the number of items is 
always multiplied by 1 here at Dollar Deals. That’s our “function.” It’s just the predictable cost 
or contract we have. Finally, I can total the cost. That’s our “y” or outcome. We need to know 
the x factor to figure out the y, or the cost.

Okay, another volunteer to shop. This cashiering is hard—does anyone else think they 
can handle it? (Continue as above for 3–4 students, emphasizing the new vocabulary and 
encouraging students to use these words—x factor, function, outcome, contract, function, etc.)
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Direct Instruction

Touchable

Quantity: Concrete
display of concept

  

Mathematical Structure
Connect to mathematical

system as a whole

Discussion:
Makes sense

of content

  

Symbols
Simply record keeping!

Record
the ideas

Here we make the leap into modeling the world with math. It’s critical that you keep students’ confidence 
up and that they see that math has purpose and conveys real information—useful information. In fact, it 
conveys information that you know and they know that they fully understand. They’re just learning to record 
what they already know.  

In the days ahead, as you work through the problems and plot the information on the Cartesian plane, 
make sure you continue to link the information to Dollar Deals. Your modeling should not be of the 
procedure but of the information that is being conveyed.

   Example Dialogue 5

Okay, so you all probably think I’m a representative of Dollar Deals at this point. But there is 
purpose to my Dollar Deals madness. Now we are going to move into “modeling” Dollar Deals 
with math. This term “modeling” is a fancy math term. Mathematicians model all sorts of stuff 
to make sense of the real world. When you model a problem, you set up a framework that lets 
you see in another way what is happening and lets you predict things. Sometimes just talking 
about a concept is the FORM that you want it in. Sometimes putting it in a table helps the most 
and that’s the FORM in which you want the information. Sometimes though, putting it into a 
mathematical model is the most efficient FORM. These next few days we will model Dollar 
Deals, and we will graph it on the Cartesian plane. Again, these are two more FORMS of the 
exact same information!

Okay, what do we know? We know that at Dollar Deals, however many items we buy, we 
will multiply them by 1. Okay. So then, Katie, how much did I spend when I went to Dollar 
Deals last night? You don’t know? Why not? What do you need to know? Ohhhh, I see, my cost 
DEPENDS on how much I buy? If I tell you how much I buy, can you then tell me my cost? Aha! 
That’s because you already have a mathematical model in your mind for Dollar Deals. Let’s 
write it down. $1 • however many items you buy = total cost. Student J, come on up here and 
go on a shopping trip. We’ll then plug that into our model and figure your cost.

continued
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   Example Dialogue 5 (continued)

    (Repeat with several other students. Keep the model in the form $1 • however many items 
you buy = total cost. Use the table transparency to track for students. )

Here’s our model for Dollar Deals: $1 • however many items you buy = total cost. 

Mathematicians like to keep things as simple as possible. They like things “eloquent”—full 
of simple beauty. To make our equation more eloquent, we can simply write that 1 • x = y. 
Student V, take a wild guess and think about Dollar Deals—what does that mean, 1 • x = y? 
Great! It means that 1 dollar times the amount of items we buy equals our cost. We need to 
know our x factor and then we know, definitely, definitely, definitely, how much our items will 
cost. Our cost DEPENDS on the number of items we buy. (Do a few examples with different 
x’s.) Look at our equation: is there a way that we can keep it meaning the same thing, but 
make it more “eloquent”? What can we do? x = y means the exact same thing as 1 • x = y, 
doesn’t it? Won’t that always yield the same answer? Always? x = y is Dollar Deals!  

Mathematicians call this the Identity Function. Why do you think? Excellent! The value of the 
x factor is the same as the value of the cost. x and y have the same identity in this function. 
Do you see that? Tell me again—why do mathematicians call this the Identity function? If we 
know x, what is y? What is the function that makes that happen? (x • 1 = y)

Good. That’s all we want you to see today. We want you to see and be able to explain 
why mathematicians call x = y the identity function. Now take a minute to write down your 
explanation of why x = y is called the identity function. We need you to turn this in, because 
we want to make sure you’re with us completely and that you can write this out and explain it.

I need to write it down. I’m going to keep track of each shopper on a chart. (Use the table 
transparency master on page 393.)

Use the table and have a few more shoppers shop, with one cashier and one person keeping track of 
purchases on the table.
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Dollar Deals Sale Items
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Dollar Deals Sale Items
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Day 26 Guided Practice

Filling Out Our Table I
Fill in the missing information in the table below. Then answer the questions at the bottom of the page.

Number of items (x) Dollar Deals function 
($1 • x) Total cost (y)

1 $1 • 1 $1

$4

6

$8

9 $1 • 

$1 • 13

 1.  Explain why the equation x = y is the same as the equations 1 • x = y and 1 • x + 0 = y.

  

  

  

  

 2.  If $1 • x is the function in this chart, then which column shows the outcome? Why?
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Day 26 Guided Practice

What’s Wrong with the Table? I
A new cashier at Dollar Deals tracked her first day’s sales in a table. She made some mistakes in her table. 
For each line, list any numbers from the table that are wrong. Explain why these numbers are mistakes, and 
what the correct number should be.

Number of items (x) Dollar Deals function 
($1 • x) Total cost (y)

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Line 4

Line 5

1

2

4

7

16

$1 • 1

$2 • 1

$1 • 4

$1 • 7

$1 • 16

$1

$2

$4

$7

$17

 1.  Line 1:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 2.  Line 2:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 3.  Line 3:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 4.  Line 4:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 5.  Line 5:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 
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Day 26 Practice

Filling Out Our Table II
Fill in the missing information in the table below. Then answer the questions at the bottom of the page.

Number of items (x) Dollar Deals function 
($1 • x) Total cost (y)

1 $1 • 1

$1 • $11

19 $19

$1 • 27

33 $33

$1 • 125

 1.  Why is the equation x = y called the identity function?

  

  

  

  

 2.  If your friend spent $27 at Dollar Deals, then how many items did he buy? How do you know?
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Day 26 Practice

What’s Wrong with the Table? II
It’s the second day on the job for the new cashier at Dollar Deals, and she’s still having some trouble with 
her table. For each line, list any numbers from the table that are wrong. Explain why these numbers are 
mistakes, and what the correct number should be.

Number of items (x) Dollar Deals function 
($1 • x) Total cost (y)

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Line 4

Line 5

3

5

9

10

20

$1 • 1

$1 • 5

$1 • 9

$1 • 10

$1 • 20

$3

$5

$9

$10

$400

 1.  Line 1:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 2.  Line 2:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 3.  Line 3:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 4.  Line 4:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 5.  Line 5:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 6.  Does the identity function always work? Why or why not?
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Day 26 Practice 2

Filling Out Our Table III
Fill in the missing information in the table below. Then answer the questions at the bottom of the page.

Number of items (x) Dollar Deals function 
($1 • x) Total cost (y)

1 $1 • 1

3 $3

$1 • 6

12

$24

96

$192

 1.  Explain how you decided what to put in the blank spaces in the table.

  

  

  

  

 2.   Could you use this table to predict how much 40 items would cost? How about 400? Explain why or 
why not.
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Day 26 Practice 2

What’s Wrong with the Table? III
The new cashier at Dollar Deals has one last chance to get it right, but she’s nervous. She wants you to 
check her table before her manager sees it. For each line, list any numbers from the table that are wrong. 
Explain why these numbers are mistakes, and what the correct number should be.

Number of items (x) Dollar Deals function 
($1 • x) Total cost (y)

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Line 4

Line 5

1

6

10

15

21

$1 • 1

$1 • 6

$1 • 10

$3 • 5

$1 • 1

$1

$36

$10

$15

$21

 1.  Line 1:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 2.  Line 2:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 3.  Line 3:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 4.  Line 4:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 5.  Line 5:

  Are any numbers wrong? If so, which one(s)? 

  What should any wrong number(s) be instead? 

 6.  In Dollar Deals, what does the cost depend on? Why is the cost called the “dependent variable?”
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   Example Dialogue

Cartesian Plane
Here’s a big chart. We call this the Cartesian plane when we use it for algebra. It’s named after 
René Descartes, a French mathematician. Who is it named after? What is it called?

You’ve seen this before, I know, but I want you to really understand it now. Believe it or not, 
by the end of our time together, you will be able to look at a line on this plane and model it 
with a math equation—just by looking at it. You’ll be THAT GOOD!

Here’s our model for Dollar Deals: x = y. Wait a minute, how could we possibly have a 
model for my beloved Dollar Deals without the number 1 in it? Isn’t the deal all about the 
number 1? If I write the equation as 1 • x = y, is that okay? Have I messed anything up?

Why is that okay? What does x = y mean? What does 1 • x = y mean? What about 1 • x = y 
+ 0? Could we use that for Dollar Deals? Yes, we can, because every time it will yield the correct 
price. But why? Why can I just make the equation look different like that, and it still works?

Good. Do you see how, sometimes, two things that are equal can look different? You need 
to think about what you are told—what the equation tells you. And then you need to think 
about other stuff such as “if I have something and add nothing to it, will I still have that same 
something?” Right? So 1 • x + 0 says what? What about 1 • x? What does that say, in words?   

(Make sure students really get this concept of having one of something (x • 1) and of 
adding nothing to something (1 • x + 0) not changing the value or identity of something.)

Great. Now mathematicians call these things the identity properties because you DON’T 
CHANGE THE IDENTITY OF THE THING when you multiply or divide by 1 or add or subtract 
0. These are key concepts in algebra and we’ll see them a lot. So the identity properties are 
critical to our identity function!

So let’s use this big chart. We’ve got our equation. We can write it in any form we want, as 
long as it conveys the correct message. I’ll write it out all three ways we’ve looked at, and you 
can choose your way for your paper. (Write x = y, 1 • x = y, and 1 • x + 0 = y on the board.)

Now, let’s plot our information on our Cartesian plane. Generally mathematicians use the plane 
like this: we put our x or x-factor on the horizontal line and then we see what our outcome is 
relative to the vertical line. In our case, what is the thing we have control over? How many items 
we buy, right? So this is the x-factor for us. It is the independent variable. What is the dependent 
variable? The store sets the price per item, or function. Then we can figure everything else out 
after that, depending on what? (Then number of items we buy.) So that’s all we’re doing. We’re 
showing this same information we’ve been looking at as we shop at Dollar Deals. Let’s plot a few 
points together on the big sheet and then you all will do some on your own.

continued
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   Example Dialogue (continued)

Student D, come on up here. Now, let’s plot his transaction—can we do that right now? 
Before he does anything? No, we can’t! We don’t know how many items he’s going to buy. 
It’s independent. Go ahead. Buy some items. Great. 4 things. Now we can plot that point. We 
didn’t know how much you would buy, but now we do. Now we have the x, it’s 4. Hmmm, 
but where do we put our dot for the 4? Do we put it here? (Point to the x-axis.) No, we can do 
better than that. This chart helps us to see what the COST is, too. We can plot TWO PIECES OF 
INFORMATION WITH ONE POINT! Repeat after me—we’re plotting two pieces of information 
with one point! That’s powerful stuff. Also, remember that mathematicians like to do things 
eloquently, so they have a system for writing down where the point is. For our 4 items, they 
would write (4 items,  
4 dollars) and for the 10 items they write (10 items, 10 dollars).

So we know, as soon as he chooses 4 items, that the cost is also 4. So we can stick our 
point at the spot that tells us BOTH things—his items and his cost! Wow. That’s pretty great. 
(Repeat with a couple more students, buying different numbers of items and writing their 
ordered pairs next to their points. Also note to students that mathematicians will write one 
point with just the (x, y). Ask students to interpret some coordinate pairs, e.g., (7, 7), (10, 10), 
etc. 

Now, each of you is going to go on three different shopping trips in your mind and plot your 
points on your own paper. We’ll walk around and make sure you are on point!

Repeat this type of work. Students will need repetition with discussing what the plotted points mean. 
Make sure you discuss (x, y) every time and connect it to (items, cost). Note that it takes these two pieces of 
information to plot one single point on the x, y Cartesian plane. Say it again and again and get them to write 
it out. Explain and say it again and again.

Expect a student to ask why only the top right portion of the coordinate plane is being used. Begin a 
discussion (not much depth necessary) of why no coordinates are plotted in quadrants II, III, or IV. Students 
should grasp that you can’t buy a negative number of items. If students are understanding fully, consider 
talking about returning items for a refund. (negative items = items returned, negative cost = $$ refunded)
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Day 27 Transparency
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Direct Instruction
It is important that students are able to decipher between independent and dependent variables. Make a big 
deal out of the fact that we do not know how many items any given shopper will buy as they enter the store. 
No one is determining for the shopper how many items to purchase. That’s why we call the number of items 
(x variable) the independent variable.

Also, make a big deal that the cashier has no choice in what to charge at the cash register. For example, 
if I purchase 5 items, the cashier does not have the power to charge me $6. He/she is constrained by the 
function set for the store ($1 per item). Therefore, the total cost is the dependent variable—depending on 
how many items I decide to purchase.

Make sure students understand this distinction and revisit this conversation several times during the unit. 
Project or draw a graph of a 1:1 linear equation for Dollar Deals to refer to during instruction.

   Example Dialogue 2

Dollar Deals
Now, before we move on to shopping in other stores, we need to notice one more really important 
thing about our beloved Dollar Deals and our graph and our modeled equation. We know that 
our equation will work every time, right? Good. And we know we can chart our stuff on our big 
Cartesian plane, right? Now, let’s talk about prediction. You’ve probably already noticed this, but 
it’s really important, so we need to talk about it. Let’s look at our chart from earlier. Can we fill in 
our chart with exact costs for every possible amount of items we might buy? We’re limited by the 
size of the chart, but, in a way, we could do just that. What would it look like?

The points will fall in a LINE. We are working with a linear equation. The shape of our graph 
will always form a line for a linear equation. We’ll talk about that more later, but it’s important 
to see that our Dollar Deals possibilities will fall in this straight-LINE pattern.

(Demonstrate that the points will fall in an exact line. Show how at Dollar Deals we would 
have points on all the whole numbers, but that the line will go on forever. If we could buy half 
of an item, it would cost half a dollar. Mention that, but don’t worry as much about that—do 
make sure that they see that the pattern of their plotted points is a LINE.)

(On your Dollar Deals graph, place a dot at coordinates that do not fit within the line for 
Dollar Deals.)
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   Example Dialogue 2 (continued)

What if I put a point up here? What would you know about that point? (Sample responses: 
It’s wrong, it’s from a different store maybe, it’s not the right cost for the number of items, etc.) 
How do you know that? You’re going to need to explain this to me! (Get a couple of students to 
explain.) Right! The new point doesn’t follow the straight line pattern of the other points! Okay, 
you guys are for real. We promise you, if you understand this, you are in good shape. We’ll just be 
building from here! We’ll be looking at the lines we can use to represent other stores and other 
shopping situations. We can look at the lines and see equations and look at the equations and see 
lines. And from all of this we can quickly analyze things and figure things out.

Dollar Deals vs. Super Mercado
Have store items set up for Super Mercado with the bag sale sign displayed.

Have Dollar Deals items and store sign set up somewhere else in the room. You will reference Dollar Deals.

Begin as you did with Dollar Deals. Make sure that students understand that there is a new relationship 
now between item cost and total price. Get them to discuss this difference thoroughly over the course of 
this section of lessons. Use the Dollar Deals and Super Mercado tables to help students keep track of the 
relationships between x and y for each store. You may recreate the included tables for each store as an 
overhead, a student handout, or draw it on the board.

The critical discussion for this set of lessons is the idea of slope. The coefficient 3 affects the total cost 
differently than the coefficient 1. Get students to explain why the 3 does this. Make sure they see that adding 
3 would not do this in the same way. It’s critical that they see that the multiplication of x is what creates this 
consistent rise in the price. Discuss this in non-threatening ways, but connect it with the real mathematics 
vocabulary.

   Example Dialogue 3

Slope
Welcome to Super Mercado! Usually our prices average about $4.50 per item, but right now 
we’re having a special! Everything you can fit into a bag is $3 per item with no tax! Isn’t that 
exciting! Let’s go shopping! Luke, come on up and take a shopping trip with this cash (give 
student $18). Now, cashiering is going to be hard here at Super Mercado, don’t you think? No? 
Why not? How am I going to figure his cost? Aha, you are all incredible—you already have a 
mathematical model in your heads for the Super Mercado! So what is our model? Good: number 
of items • $3 = total cost. Alright, Luke, what are you going to buy? Let’s see, hmmm, that’s 
6 items. The class tells me that I can arrive at your exact price by multiplying your number of 
items by $3. That will be $18 please. Next customer please, and a new cashier as well!
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   Example Dialogue 3 (continued)

(Continue with two or so more trips. Have cashiers talk aloud as they compute their items 
by asking things such as—how did you know that?)

Okay, class, tell me the difference between shopping at Dollar Deals and Super Mercado? 
Good, it’s cheaper at Dollar Deals. We are not analyzing quality here, or how much they pay 
their workers, or convenience, or cleanliness. We are only analyzing cost. We’ll discuss this 
more later, but I want you to notice this right up front—we are only analyzing cost per item, 
not other important qualities.

Now, it’s cheaper at Dollar Deals. Is it predictably cheaper, or just on a good day it’s 
cheaper? Yes, it’s predictable. What makes it more expensive at Super Mercado? Yes, it costs 
more per item, so the total cost will be more. How did we model Super Mercado? $3 • items 
= total cost, right? That’s 3x = y, right? Okay, well, how did you know how to do that? I mean, 
why didn’t you tell me to write “items + 3 = y” or “x + 3 = y”?

How did you know that this model did not work? Why does it not work?  

So, you guys already know how to analyze a mathematical equation—that will come in 
handy! Okay, so you’re telling me that the dollars per item MUST be put in the equation as a 
coefficient, or as a multiplier, it must be put in right there next to the x, because they are so 
connected in this situation. This coefficient IS really important in algebra—you’ve figured out 
the thing we call SLOPE. Tomorrow we’ll find out why they call it a slope. Today, you’ve done 
an amazing job getting us ready to analyze Dollar Deals and Super Mercado with math.


